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COVID-19
(Coronavirus)
Impact Update

IBISWorld's analysts constantly monitor the industry impacts of current events in real-time – here is an update of
how this industry is likely to be impacted as a result of the global COVID-19 pandemic:

• The Software Publishing industry in Canada relies on a strong economic environment for revenue. If the economy
is causing uncertainty for businesses, such as the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, they may delay what could be
a large capital outlay for updated or competely new software. For more detail, please see the Demand Determinants
chapter.

• The industry's high degree of globalization leaves it insulated from more severe declines as a result of the
coronavirus pandemic. Industry operators have customers worldwide, resulting in a large customer base, and often
do not ship physical copies of software to companies, circumventing any logistical issues associated with
international trade. For more detail, please see the Indsutry Globalization chapter.

• The industry is expected to experience suppressed profit as a result of the uncertain business environment. For
more detail, please see the Cost Structure Benchmarks chapter.

Note: The content in this report is currently being updated to reflect the trends outlined above.
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About IBISWorld
IBISWorld specializes in industry research with coverage on thousands of global industries. Our comprehensive data and in-depth analysis help
businesses of all types gain quick and actionable insights on industries around the world. Busy professionals can spend less time researching
and preparing for meetings, and more time focused on making strategic business decisions that benefit you, your company and your clients. We
offer research on industries in the US, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Germany, the UK, Ireland, China and Mexico, as well as industries that
are truly global in nature.
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About This Industry
Industry Definition Software publishers disseminate licences to customers for the right to execute software on their own computers.

Publishers market and distribute software products but may also design the software, produce support materials and
provide support services.

Major Players Microsoft

IBM

Oracle Corporation

SAP SE

Main Activities The primary activities of this industry are:

Developing and publishing operating systems and productivity software

Developing and publishing database, storage and backup software

Developing and publishing business analytics and enterprise software

Developing and publishing design, editing and rendering software

Developing and publishing video game software

Developing and publishing security software

The major products and services in this industry are:

Operating systems and productivity software

Business analytics and enterprise software

Database, storage and backup software

Design, editing and rendering software

Video game software

Security software

Other
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Supply Chain

SIMILAR INDUSTRIES

Computer Manufacturing in
Canada

Computer & Packaged Software
Wholesaling in Canada

Consumer Electronics Stores in
Canada

Data Processing & Hosting Services
in Canada

IT Consulting in Canada      

     

RELATED INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRIES

Software Publishing in the US Operating Systems & Productivity
Software Publishing in the US

Database, Storage & Backup
Software Publishing in the US

Business Analytics & Enterprise
Software Publishing in the US

Design, Editing & Rendering
Software Publishing in the US

Security Software Publishing in
the US

CRM System Providers Website Creation Software
Developers

Smartphone App Developers Point of Sale Software
Developers

Software Publishing in Australia Software Development in China

Online Games in China Software Publishing in the UK App Development in the UK Cyber Security Software
Development in the UK

Financial Technology in the UK Software Publishing in Ireland Software Development in Ireland  
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Industry at a Glance
Key Statistics

$15.3bn
Revenue

Annual Growth

2016–2021

8.1%

Annual Growth

2021–2026

3.3%

Annual Growth

2016–2026

 

$809.1m
Profit

Annual Growth

2016–2021

12.2%

  Annual Growth

2016–2021

 

5.3%
Profit Margin

Annual Growth

2016–2021

0.9pp

  Annual Growth

2016–2021

 

3,017
Businesses

Annual Growth

2016–2021

0.7%

Annual Growth

2021–2026

1.9%

Annual Growth

2016–2026

 

53,131
Employment

Annual Growth

2016–2021

5.8%

Annual Growth

2021–2026

3.4%

Annual Growth

2016–2026

 

$5.6bn
Wages

Annual Growth

2016–2021

8.1%

Annual Growth

2021–2026

3.4%

Annual Growth

2016–2026

Key External Drivers % = 2016–21 Annual Growth

0.7%
Demand from professional,
scientific and technical services

1.3%
Consumer spending

4.8%
Private investment in computers
and software

10.4%
Corporate profit

3.3%
Number of fixed broadband
connections

 
Industry Structure

POSITIVE IMPACT

  Life Cycle
Growth

MIXED IMPACT

  Capital Intensity
Medium   Concentration

Medium

  Regulation & Policy
Medium / Increasing   Barriers to Entry

Medium / Steady

NEGATIVE IMPACT

  Revenue Volatility
High   Industry Assistance

Low / Increasing

  Technology Change
High   Industry Globalization

High / Increasing

  Competition
High / Increasing

 

Key Trends

 Per capita disposable has grown during most of the period,
driving demand from consumers

 Demand has been rising in all major markets, driving robust
growth

 The industry has been a hotbed of mergers and acquisitions

 Data analytics will likely continue growing

 Revenue growth from OSS will likely lag behind the
distribution of OSS

 The number of operators entering the industry is expected to
outpace acquisitions

 Acquisition activity is expected to continue due to the
benefits of accumulating intellectual property
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Products & Services Segmentation

 
Major Players SWOT

STRENGTHS

  Low & Increasing Level of Assistance

  Growth Life Cycle Stage

  Low Imports

  Low Customer Class Concentration

  Low Product/Service Concentration

   

WEAKNESSES

  High Competition

  Low Profit vs. Sector Average

  Low Revenue per Employee

  High Capital Requirements

   

OPPORTUNITIES

  High Revenue Growth (2016-2021)

  High Revenue Growth (2021-2026)

  High Performance Drivers

  Demand from professional, scientific and technical
services

   

THREATS

  Low Revenue Growth (2005-2021)

  Low Outlier Growth

  Corporate profit
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Executive Summary New update: Industry profit is expected to remain steady despite
increased competition

The Software Publishing industry in Canada has exhibited strong growth over the five years to 2021, amid the
introduction of new products, chiefly within the enterprise services and data analytics domains. Rising consumer
spending has boosted demand from both businesses and consumers. Additionally, technological advancements and
the increased use of laptops and smartphones in businesses and consumers' everyday lives have necessitated the
need for wide varieties of software, which have boosted industry demand. However, the continued use of illegally
downloaded software has hampered industry growth. Still, industry revenue is expected to grow an annualized 8.1%
to $15.3 billion over the five years to 2021. IBISWorld expects revenue to grow 4.2% in 2021 alone amid economic
recovery from the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, while profit is expected to follow a similar trend.

Large software publishers eagerly bought smaller publishers and external competitors with specialties in growing
software niches over the past five years. For example, major player International Business Machines Corporation
purchased Red Hat Inc. in 2018, a provider of open-source solutions for enterprises. Microsoft Corporation has been
similarly aggressive, acquiring several companies that develop software distributed via internet-based platforms,
notably acquiring GitHub Inc. in 2018. These acquisitions enable industry operators to compete in an increasingly
diverse array of markets. Despite an increase in the number of enterprises entering the mobile software space,
acquisition activity is expected to continue due to the benefits of accumulating vast amounts of intellectual property.

Anticipated growth in corporate profit and consumer spending will likely benefit demand and cause industry revenue
to rise, which is forecast to increase an annualized 3.3% to $18.0 billion over the five years to 2026. As revenue
rises, industry profit is expected to remain steady despite increased competition and greater demand for skilled
employees. Operators will likely continue to shift their portfolios toward software distributed via cloud systems over
the next five years and keep increasing revenue generated via subscriptions rather than by selling incremental
updates to their software. As operators continue to focus on cloud-based distribution, companies that distribute their
products via the internet will likely be key acquisition targets, along with companies that produce new types of
software, such as artificial intelligence software companies.
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Industry Performance

Key External
Drivers

Private investment in computers and software

Software is often purchased in conjunction with hardware, with licensing fees often tied to the number of computers
on which the software is installed. Therefore, there is a direct correlation between investment in computers and
software publishing revenue. Private investment in computers and software is expected to grow in 2021,
representing a potential opportunity for the industry.

 

Corporate profit

When corporate profit is high, operators are more likely to increase their capital expenditures and invest in goods
such as software. When profit shrinks, however, information technology spending is one of the first expenditures
companies cut, as it can easily be postponed. Corporate profit is expected to grow in 2021.

 

Consumer spending

Consumer spending is a key indicator of demand for software publishers. As consumers spend more, businesses
benefit. Since businesses are the primary market for industry software, any boon to business activity should thus be
a harbinger of industry demand as well. Consumer spending is expected to grow in 2021.

 

Demand from professional, scientific and technical services

Most professional, scientific and technical services require extensive software to function. When this sector is
growing strongly, businesses in the sector invest heavily in software. Conversely, when the sector experiences a
rough stretch, businesses are less likely to invest. Demand from professional, scientific and technical services is
expected to increase in 2021.

 

Number of fixed broadband connections

The number of fixed broadband connections is a proxy for how many Canadians are connected to the internet.
Consequently, as the number of internet connections increases, software sales, which are dependent on computers
and internet connectivity, are expected to follow in turn. In 2021, the number of fixed broadband connections is
expected to increase, but at a slower rate than in prior years, posing a potential threat to the industry.
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Current
Performance

The Software Publishing industry in Canada is a growing industry, always
searching for new products, services and markets through innovation.

Rapid advancement in complementary industries, primarily semiconductor manufacturing (IBISWorld report C2524-
GL) and telecommunications, has continued to open up new opportunities for software publishers. As a result, the
industry has experienced strong growth over much of the five years to 2021, save for the COVID-19 (coronavirus)
pandemic. Economic recovery from the pandemic is expected to result in industry revenue increasing 4.2% in 2021
alone, supporting this growth. Overall, industry revenue is anticipated to rise strongly, growing an annualized 8.1%
to $15.3 billion over the five years to 2021.

STRONG DEMAND BOOSTS REVENUE AND PROFIT

Industry operators provide software to private and public organizations
and individual consumers.

Consequently, a variety of factors influences demand for industry products depending on the market. The increasing
use of technology in businesses and consumers' everyday lives have been a key driving factor behind rising
demand. For consumers, per capita disposable income greatly influences demand for software. Since consumers
often view software as a discretionary item, per capita disposable income influences consumer demand. Per capita
disposable has grown during most of the period, driving demand from consumers for industry products such as
video games and photo editing software.

Increasing demand has been coupled with intense competition, weighing on industry profit, a trend exacerbated by
the coronavirus pandemic. Industry profit, measured as earnings before interest and taxes, is expected to account
for 5.3% of industry revenue in 2021, up from 4.4% in 2016 as the industry recovers from the pandemic. Although
software piracy, litigation and the numerous small operators that are still in development skew profit downward, the
industry's products are hugely profitable once developed. Unlike nearly all other consumer goods, software costs
little to reproduce and update once completed. Software companies further increase profit by practicing incremental
development and charging for product updates. When companies release a new version of a software, companies
can charge businesses and consumers the full price of the software, even though the new version only builds on the
previous edition or may provide only minor changes.

NEW MARKETS, NEW CHALLENGES

The industry has benefited from new technologies, which has increased
demand for software in new applications.

For instance, Ford Motor Company's Sync system enables drivers to get directions, send text messages, receive
traffic alerts and make phone calls while driving their car. Other car manufacturers have adopted similar software
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upgrades to satisfy consumer demand. Similarly, mobile devices have been bringing internet-based content and
sophisticated software to consumers' pockets, increasing the salience of software applications and the capabilities of
mobile apps. The rising use of smartphones over the past five years has spurred demand for new types of video
games and software that operate on these devices. Each of these innovations opens up new platforms on which
users interact with software, thus driving industry revenue gains. New industry products are needed as consumers
increasingly conduct services online and on mobile devices, fuelling innovation alongside research and
development. Additionally, new technology, such as 3D printers, has increased demand from consumers for design,
editing and rendering software. Essentially, demand has been rising in all major markets during the period, driving
the robust growth of the industry.

Less expensive and more powerful computers are turning consumers worldwide into potential consumers for
sophisticated software. However, rising demand for software has also led to challenges. Since downstream
customers, especially households, have demanded more software, software piracy has been on the rise to
counteract the increasing cost of consumer software. Consumers and businesses can easily access a variety of
software, including design and editing software, as well as video games, for free via peer-to-peer file sharing
networks. Although government regulators have made substantial efforts to stop piracy, increasingly savvy users
continue to thwart their efforts. So far, concerned software publishers have minimized piracy by using theft-resistant
software architectures. Many programs now use an activation process that requires a connection between the user's
computer and the software publisher to ensure the software was acquired legitimately.

CONSOLIDATION

The industry has been a hotbed of mergers and acquisitions over the five
years to 2021, as has been the case for some time.

While new operators enter the fray, several smaller companies are acquired by the largest players to accumulate
intellectual property. As a result, the number of software publishers is expected to increase an annualized 0.7% to
3,017 companies over the five years to 2021. IBISWorld estimates that this slow growth relative to revenue is due to
rampant consolidation efforts. Employment, conversely, has bucked this trend, increasing an annualized 5.8% to
53,131 workers during the same period, as strong demand necessitates skilled labourers. Despite more operators,
large software companies have aggressively targeted innovative companies, particularly those with strategic patent
portfolios. With such a rapid rate of technological advancement, patents play a key role in this industry's frequent
legal disputes. Small, innovative software publishers often find that competitors have copied elements of their
products or lines of code. Diligent patent filing protects such companies from committing copyright infringement,
which can lead to high legal fees.

Ultimately, portfolio expansion is driving a force behind industry acquisitions. Although the industry contains many
small operators, the largest companies in the industry all have substantial product portfolios and use acquisitions to
acquire smaller players with innovative technology. Acquisitions can help operators stay ahead of emerging trends
in the software industry and match their products to clients' needs. Additionally, by having a wide portfolio, operators
can be viewed as an all-inclusive provider for customers' needs. Consequently, many operators also offer hardware
in addition to software, which permits them to cross-sell industry products with nonrelevant products and vice versa.
All in all, consolidation activity is meant to combat competitive products while also helping to expand major players'
market share, which has been a boon for industry revenue, but has inhibited the ability for smaller operators to
effectively compete on the global market.
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Historical Performance Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

Number of
fixed

broadband
connections

(Million)
2012 8,735 4,044 2,691 2,098 34,628 N/A N/A 2,907 N/A 11.7
2013 8,259 4,899 3,080 2,357 38,087 N/A N/A 3,451 N/A 12.1
2014 8,136 4,656 3,129 2,616 38,296 N/A N/A 3,485 N/A 12.6
2015 9,227 5,046 3,140 2,825 38,787 N/A N/A 3,718 N/A 13.1
2016 10,353 5,147 3,034 2,917 40,172 N/A N/A 3,804 N/A 13.4
2017 11,344 5,569 3,182 2,942 43,050 N/A N/A 4,001 N/A 13.9
2018 13,548 6,627 3,220 2,964 46,434 N/A N/A 4,969 N/A 14.3
2019 15,816 7,814 3,124 2,962 49,684 N/A N/A 5,147 N/A 15.0
2020 14,646 6,974 3,201 3,003 51,259 N/A N/A 5,403 N/A 15.4
2021 15,266 7,654 3,239 3,017 53,131 N/A N/A 5,606 N/A 15.8
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Industry Outlook
Outlook Improving technology and falling hardware prices in the Canadian

Software Publishing industry will likely continue making computers, cell
phones, video games and ultimately, software, more accessible to more
people.

These trends will also likely make it a profitable endeavour for industry enterprises. In a wide range of industries,
basic software competence is forecast to become a prerequisite for employment. Since computers are integral to
modern life and modern economic endeavours, the industry is expected to continue growing. As a result, industry
revenue is forecast to continue its strong performance, rising an annualized 3.3% to $18.0 billion over the five years
to 2026.

CONTINUED SHIFTS IN SOFTWARE TRENDS

While improving technology and falling hardware prices will likely
continue to bring the digital world to the forefront of every aspect of the
modern economy, the trend has shifted the landscape of the software
industry.

Software publishers and technology companies have increasingly moved toward cloud computing over the five
years to 2021, in which storage and computing tasks are handled by networked machines, often servers in a data
centre owned by the service provider rather than at the point of consumption. This technology has greatly expanded
software capabilities on platforms that were previously limited by hardware sizes, particularly cell phones, while also
making sharing and accessing files easier and more convenient. This trend is expected to continue over the next
five years. Although operators are expected to focus on new types of software, including security software,
distribution is expected to predominately take place via the cloud, bolstering industry growth prospects. Data
analytics will also likely continue growing, and operators that can help increase efficiency for their clients will have
an advantage moving forward.

SUBSCRIPTION-BASED BUSINESS MODELS

Aside from technological changes, the industry will likely continue its
pattern of evolving business models.

As businesses and consumers continue to embrace cloud computing, operators will likely continue to shift to a
subscription-based business model, including software as a service (SaaS) and cloud computing, which produces
more stable cash flows than the traditional develop-and-release format, while also facilitating easier distribution of
software. Furthermore, SaaS business models improve security by enabling the software publisher to release
incremental updates that install automatically. With traditional antivirus programs, security is compromised because
users have to install updates themselves, which they often fail to do, limiting the efficacy of this software. However,
while this trend is a boon to industry operators as companies continue to focus on subscription models, revenue
generated by releasing periodic updates and selling them to customers will likely continue to decline because of
these changes.

In some software product niches, open-source software (OSS) will likely increase in salience over the five years to
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2026. OSS makes the underlying programming code available to users so they can read it, make changes to it and
build new versions. Revenue growth from OSS will likely lag behind the distribution of OSS because OSS is often
free, resulting in the displacement of proprietary software. OSS, such as the Linux operating system, will likely
threaten some proprietary software, such as Windows, but will also likely promote interoperability and new software
developments.

CONVERGING COMPETITION

The ongoing shift to software delivered online, from SaaS to cloud
computing, is bringing in competition from outside of the traditional
domestic industry.

Google LLC (Google), the largest search engine, already offers free internet-based alternatives to Microsoft
Corporation's Office productivity suite called Google Docs. Google derives most of its revenue from advertising and
routinely offers products and services for free to increase advertising potential. Google is anticipated to almost
certainly expand its free software offerings, which will likely be detrimental to publishers of similar proprietary
software. Amazon.com Inc., an e-commerce company, and Rackspace Technology Inc., a server hosting company,
are leveraging their assets with cloud computing services, directly competing with industry products as well. This
increased external competition is not yet expected to reduce industry profitability, which will likely remain stagnant
over the next five years. However, large industry players are expected to acquire these external competitors and
add the services to their portfolios.

INDUSTRY LANDSCAPE

Although acquisitions are forecast to remain strong over the five years to
2026, the number of operators entering the industry is expected to
outpace the number of acquisitions due to growing demand and low
barriers to entry alongside the decreasing prices for computer and
peripheral equipment.

Consequently, growth in the number of industry operators is expected to accelerate, rising an annualized 1.9% to
3,321 companies over the five years to 2026. Parallel to this increase, industry employment is also forecast to rise,
growing an annualized 3.4% to 62,718 people during the same period. Essentially, while consolidation will likely
continue, new entrants are expected to help fill the gap between supply and demand, which is rising rapidly as
software continues to innovate and satisfy a myriad of business needs.

Performance Outlook Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

Number of
fixed

broadband
connections

 (Million)
2021 15,266 7,654 3,239 3,017 53,131 N/A N/A 5,606 N/A 15.8
2022 16,141 8,080 3,324 3,094 55,749 N/A N/A 5,892 N/A 16.1
2023 16,669 8,344 3,384 3,149 57,639 N/A N/A 6,090 N/A 16.3
2024 17,103 8,569 3,452 3,209 59,382 N/A N/A 6,269 N/A 16.6
2025 17,548 8,799 3,512 3,264 61,078 N/A N/A 6,445 N/A 16.8
2026 17,995 9,040 3,575 3,321 62,718 N/A N/A 6,616 N/A 17.0
2027 18,455 9,291 3,653 3,392 64,379 N/A N/A 6,790 N/A 17.1
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Industry Life Cycle The life cycle stage of this industry is    Growth

LIFE CYCLE REASONS

There are consistent technological advancements in the industry

Enterprise formation is strong in the industry

There is growing demand for software in new markets

The Software Publishing industry in Canada is well into the growth phase of its life cycle, characterized by rapid
revenue increases, a litany of strong enterprise formation and consistent technological advancements that create
new products. Industry value added (IVA), which measures an industry's contribution to the overall economy, is
expected to increase an annualized 5.8% over the 10 years to 2026. Comparatively, Canadian GDP is forecast to
grow an annualized 1.9% during the same period. The disparity between GDP and IVA forecasts suggests that the
industry is in the growth phase of its life cycle, contributing an increasing portion of GDP.

Consumers have completely embraced computers and the enhancements in entertainment and communications
they bring. Moreover, operators have been increasingly enthusiastic about computers and software, which they use
to improve productivity, manage supply chains and design new products. The personal computer began spurring
rapid growth for software publishers in the mid-1990s. Since then, exponential technological advancement in
semiconductor manufacturing and telecommunications capabilities have opened new markets for software. Plus,
concomitant advances in semiconductors (IBISWorld report C2524-GL) and telecommunications have led to devices
with enormous computing power, further stretching the possibilities of software applications. While individual
consumers have made computers an integral aspect of everyday life, operators have been increasingly enthusiastic
about computers and software, which they use to improve productivity, manage supply chains and design new
products. This continued push toward new markets has instigated strong revenue growth and business formation,
which are chief indicators of a growing industry.

Ultimately, software publishing is tied very strongly to the semiconductor manufacturing and the telecommunications
sector. Improvements in semiconductor technology increase the capabilities of computers. To fully take advantage
of these improvements, software publishers frequently need to develop new software. Similarly, increasing data
transfer speeds from new telecommunications technologies permit ever-increasing integration among computers
over vast distances. Canadian home internet connection speeds have risen rapidly over the past decade alongside
the number of fixed broadband connections in general. These improvements are now enabling software publishers
to offer software on a subscription basis, improving profitability and reducing volatility. Continued technological
developments are expected to enable users to interact with software on an array of internet-capable devices, with
the bulk of computing handled remotely. This array of growth opportunities is endemic to growing industries.

While faster computers and internet connections have catalyzed the production of more powerful software, they are
also encouraging large-scale outsourcing of software development. Most of the major software publishers have
operations in countries where they can take advantage of lower labour costs, more favourable regulations and a
more diverse workforce. For now, these competitive pressures primarily serve to improve the productivity of software
publishers rather than drive businesses abroad. However, several technological industries have migrated from a
pioneering base in Canada, which poses an omnipresent threat to the long-run viability of the industry moving
forward.
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Products & Markets
Supply Chain Key Buying Industries

1st Tier

Consumer Electronics Stores in Canada

Computer & Packaged Software Wholesaling in Canada

2nd Tier

Professional, Scientific and Technical Services In
Canada

Healthcare and Social Assistance In Canada

Information In Canada

Retail Trade In Canada

Manufacturing In Canada

Consumers in Canada

Key Selling Industries
1st Tier

Data Processing & Hosting Services in Canada

Computer & Packaged Software Wholesaling in Canada

2nd Tier

Computer Peripheral Manufacturing in Canada

Computer Manufacturing in Canada

Products & Services

  OPERATING SYSTEMS AND PRODUCTIVITY SOFTWARE

In the Canadian Software Publishing industry, operating systems and
productivity software represent the largest product segment, accounting
for an estimated 40.2% of revenue in 2021.

This segment's share of revenue has increased over the five years to 2021, as operating systems declined
marginally as a portion of industry revenue, but productivity software has been rapidly growing. The products within
this segment include Microsoft Corporation's (Microsoft) Windows and Office Suite, which includes Word, Excel,
PowerPoint and Outlook; and Apple Inc.'s (Apple) OSX and iWork Suite. This class of software can be found on
most computer systems, both consumer- and business-owned, consistently generates a large share of revenue.

BUSINESS ANALYTICS AND ENTERPRISE SOFTWARE

The business analytics and enterprise software segment is expected to
generate 20.0% of industry revenue in 2021 and is chiefly oriented toward
enterprise customers.

This segment includes software for customer relationship management, enterprise resource planning, business
intelligence, enterprise performance management and supply chain management. This segment has fallen as a
share of revenue over the past five years amid strong growth from productivity software. Operators are increasingly
using data analytics software alongside machine learning and predictive analytics algorithms, generating software to
analyze large quantities of information to more accurately target customers and improve their profit.

DATABASE, STORAGE AND BACKUP SOFTWARE
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The database, storage and backup software segment is expected to
generate 10.4% of industry revenue in 2021.

The products within this segment include Oracle Corporation's MySQL, Microsoft SQL and Carbonite. Most of this
segment caters to business customers, although the backup software niche has a sizable consumer market as well.
In particular, SQL servers are essential because they are relational database servers for companies to access and
interpret several datasets as they relate to each other, linking information from disparate sources to provide crucial
business insights. This segment has fallen as a share of total revenue over the past five years due to fast growth in
other categories, such as productivity software, which can sometimes overlap. The category also experiences
competition from open-source software such as Postgre SQL.

VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE

Video game software is expected to generate 14.0% of industry revenue in
2021, growing as a share of revenue during the period.

This segment includes games designed to run on PCs, mobile apps and a variety of proprietary console systems,
such as Sony Corporation's (Sony) PlayStation 4, Microsoft's Xbox One and Nintendo Co. Ltd.'s Wii U. This
segment is expected to grow over the five years to 2026 as Sony and Microsoft each released its next-generation
video game consoles in late 2020.

DESIGN, EDITING AND RENDERING SOFTWARE

Design, editing and rendering software is expected to generate 2.8% of
industry revenue in 2021.

This segment includes products such as Adobe Inc.'s Creative Suite, which includes Photoshop, Flash, Illustrator
and Premier; Apple's iLife Suite, including iPhoto, iMovie, Garage Band and iWeb; and computer-aided design
(CAD) software that focus on the production of art in various forms. This segment sells its products to businesses
and consumers with both creative and revenue-generating potential. Rising use of new technology, such as 3D
printers, has increased demand for software from this category. However, revenue from this segment has been
hindered over the past five years as consumers increasingly turn to peer-to-peer file-sharing networks to obtain
design, editing and rendering software rather than purchasing it from industry operators. Overall, this segment's
share of revenue has fallen over the five years to 2021.

SECURITY SOFTWARE

Security products are an important aspect of industry operations and are
expected to account for 5.4% of industry revenue in 2021.

This segment includes both computer and internet security products such as NortonLifelock Inc.'s Norton AntiVirus
and McAfee LLC's Antivirus. The largest companies in this segment also compete with a variety of smaller, but
influential companies. Security software has decreased as a share of revenue over the past five years.

OTHER

Other software applications are varied and are expected to account for
7.2% of revenue in 2021.

Other products include computer optimization, specialized software for specific applications such as financial
forecasting or risk assessment, social media programs and educational programs, among others.

Demand
Determinants

In the Canadian Software Publishing industry, operators drive the majority
of software demand.

The business world has completely embraced myriad software offerings over the past decade and the productivity
improvements they can provide. Companies can post large gains when businesses upgrade to new versions of
software or implement innovative software to keep up with changing technology and business trends. For example,
companies have increasingly used data analytics software to analyze extremely large sets of data to identify industry
trends and improve their business models, particularly in marketing and branding efforts. However, due to the large
cost that businesses can incur when investing in software, business investment in software and related products
varies in line with corporate profit. When profit is high, businesses are more willing to invest in new software than
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when profit is low.

Businesses may also delay upgrading to the newest version of software if the update is perceived as only marginally
better, unreliable or if its adoption would require significant changes to current business processes. Essentially, if
software updates are only minor, businesses may not be willing to spend the capital for the minor changes.
Additionally, if the new software requires significant changes in companies' business processes, this could increase
the opportunity cost of purchasing the software and deter businesses. The industry's continued emphasis on
software-as-a-service business models have mitigated the extent of this pressure by enabling operators to
disseminate upgrades quickly without sacrificing functionality.

Consumer demand

Software publishers sell an array of software to consumers as well. An expanding consumer base with relatively
high levels of leisure time plays a major role in sales of some industry products such as video game or video editing
software. Apart from the unique video game segment, most variation in personal software demand is stimulated by
changes in disposable income.

Demand for video game software generally comes from personal computers (PC) sales, mobile app games and
video games designed for consoles such as the Nintendo Switch or Xbox. However, in-game purchases from mobile
games are not included in this industry. Most new PCs come with preinstalled copies of an operating system and
productivity suite, even if the buyer is replacing a PC that already has copies of the software, thereby truncating
most opportunities for operating system developers in the conventional consumer PC market. Moreover, personal
users are far more likely than businesses to avoid purchasing software because of high prices. For pricier software,
such as Adobe Inc.'s Creative Suite, software piracy represents a growing impediment to revenue expansion.
Software piracy has exploded over the past decade with the introduction of peer-to-peer file-sharing networks,
despite extensive international efforts to curtail the activity. Even video games can be obtained for free via peer-to-
peer file-sharing networks, directly undercutting industry measures to protect their intellectual privacy.

Additionally, the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic is expected to result in lessened demand for industry products in
some segments, but increase demand in others. The increasing economic uncertainty associated with the pandemic
is expected to result in businesses decreasing expenditure that is not directly tied to generating revenue, including
purchasing inputs and merchandise or paying employees. Upgrading or purchasing new software is a capital
expenditure that is not typically a pressing need. Thus, many businesses are expected to delay this purchase until
the economy improves. However, companies that have imposed remote work policies have invested in cloud
storage and other products to support employees from their home, protecting demand, particularly among major
players that may have already been working with these companies.

Major Markets

  SALES OUTSIDE CANADA

Physical shipments of software have fallen rapidly over the past decade in
the Canadian Software Publishing industry because transferring
programs electronically is much faster and less expensive.

Still, according to Statistics Canada, sales outside of Canada are a significant source of revenue and are a reflection
of electronic transfers and trade of physical media. Sales outside Canada are anticipated to account for 58.1% of
industry revenue in 2021. However, major markets are focused on domestic industries and the markets that are
likely to purchase Canadian software in international markets.
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SALES TO BUSINESSES

Businesses form most of end customers for the industry, accounting for
87.2% of industry revenue combined in 2021.

Businesses adopt operating systems and application software to boost productivity and cater to their respective
industry's environments. Virus prevention and protection from hackers are also areas in which businesses require
continual upgrades in software to meet ever-changing threats to internal networks and websites. To cope with
market changes, some industries have increased spending on software to improve systems and networks. Larger
businesses have increasingly sought out enterprise resource planning software, customer relationship management
software and data analytics software.

General manufacturing industries are expected to make up 33.7% of industry revenue in 2021. This segment has
decreased as a share of revenue over the five years to 2021, despite manufacturing's rise. This growth has not been
at a rapid enough rate to outpace other significant markets as a share of revenue. Similar to energy businesses,
important safety and maintenance metrics are monitored through industry-relevant software that helps to automate
manufacturing processes. This specificity and the preponderance of niche applications for specialized software
maintains the industry's reliance on the manufacturing market as a source of revenue.

Consumer industries, including retail and consumer electronics, are expected to comprise 33.3% of industry revenue
in 2021. This market grew robustly over much of the past five years, especially prior to the COVID-19 (coronavirus)
pandemic, as the domestic economy improved and disposable income increased. Moreover, the utility of data
analytics and predictive modelling program is especially important for marketing strategies. Still, this segment's
share of revenue has fallen over the past five years since many retail outlets are parts of large chains that can
purchase software in bulk, resulting in lower prices per licence.

The services sector, including real estate, financial services, logistics and entertainment, are expected to make up
9.7% of industry revenue in 2021. Most service industries rely on customer data and are often reliant on particular
software, such as Salesforce or Google Analytics, to do their job. For example, salespeople use business enterprise
software to keep track of sales leads and to stay updated on previous accounts, while marketing teams and public
relations agencies rely on data analytics to inform their business decisions and consulting services. This segment
has remained relatively stagnant as a share of revenue over the past five years.

Mining industries are expected to account for 10.5% of industry revenue in 2021. Growing as a share of revenue
over the past five years, energy companies rely on software for safety measures and controls. Importantly, many
controls for valves and pipelines are automated through crucial software, making natural resource businesses
completely dependent on industry products to maintain safety and environmental standards.

SALES TO NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS AND GOVERNMENT AGENCIES

Government and nonprofit organizations are expected to account for 8.5%
of industry revenue in 2021.

This segment also includes public organizations such as educational institutions and police departments. Generally,
customer needs within this market are similar to those of businesses, with a focus on operating systems, productivity
software, business analytics, enterprise software and database and storage management to improve operating
efficiencies or to monitor activities. The proliferation of analytics software and secure cloud storage has resulted in
this segment rising as a share of revenue over the past five years.

SALES TO INDIVIDUALS AND HOUSEHOLDS

The household market is the most diverse market segment, as purchases
range from games and photo-editing software to educational, word
processing and spreadsheet software.

Rather than purchasing software from industry operators, some consumers choose to obtain software for free via
peer-to-peer file-sharing networks. Consequently, sales to individuals and households are expected to make up
4.3% of industry revenue in 2021. This segment has improved rapidly as a share of revenue over the past five years
as demographic shifts encourage more diverse computer familiarity and technological expertise.
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Exports in this industry are    Low and Steady

Imports in this industry are    Low and Steady

In the Canadian Software Publishing industry, trade only reflects the value of software products shipped in the form
of physical media, such as CDs or DVDs. However, software preinstalled on computers or transferred over the
internet are not included. This information is recorded at the upstream manufacturing level and is therefore not
included in this report. Physical shipments of software have fallen rapidly over the past decade because transferring
programs electronically is much faster and less expensive. All of the industry's major companies have operations
abroad, demonstrating the importance of international trade, which is primarily through internet pathways. In many
instances, a software development team in another country works with a team in Canada since most major software
publishers are not based in Canada.

Business
Locations

  The Software Publishing industry in Canada is technologically intensive, shaping the geographic distribution of industry
establishments. Those employed at software companies often come from top universities. Therefore, companies with locations
near the campuses of the best universities and in attractive locations for young professionals, such as in terms of housing, are
better positioned to compete for the best software programmers.

Accordingly, Ontario is expected to house 50.6% of all industry establishments in 2021. This province has as a share of industry
establishments over the five years to 2021. Canada's largest city, Toronto, is the main tech hub due to the top universities located
there, namely the University of Toronto and York University, and the large concentration of potential business clients located
there. The industry's two largest operators, Microsoft Corporation (Microsoft) and Oracle Corporation, have established their
Canadian headquarters in Ontario as well, entrenching their dominance as a premier location for software business formation.

In 2021, British Columbia is expected to account for the second-largest share of industry establishments, at 19.5%, due to the
esteemed University of British Columbia. Additionally, Vancouver is the closest major city to the headquarters of Microsoft, located
outside of Seattle, as well as the US technology hub of Silicon Valley in California. Quebec and Alberta, which are home to 14.6%
and 10.0% of industry establishments, respectively, in 2021, are also significant, mirroring population density. All other provinces
are expected to account for less than 2.0% of industry establishments in 2021.
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Competitive Landscape
Market Share
Concentration

Concentration in this industry is    Medium

The Software Publishing industry in Canada has a medium level of market share concentration, with the top four
companies generating more than 40.0% of revenue in 2021. The largest software publishers have been active in
acquisitions, targeting smaller companies with innovative products or attractive patent portfolios. Consolidation has
also been a result of companies trying to gain a larger customer base. Additionally, some business customers are
seeking to reduce the complexity of their IT infrastructure and drive efficiency with fewer IT suppliers, further
contributing to industry consolidation by encouraging operators to supply more diversified and comprehensive
service offerings. The largest companies usually achieve these goals through a combination of internal restructuring
and acquisitions alongside regularly acquiring promising small operators that have managed to carve out a niche
successfully. Due to the varied nature of the software market, no single company dominates software publishing as
a whole, but rather dominates specific market niches such as graphics processing, video games, data processing,
music production or operating systems. The size of Microsoft Corporation's market share is due to its leading role in
the operating system and video game software segments. Other software publishers, however, focus on a single
industry segment. As a result, their market share for software publishing is relatively small, leading to a low market
share concentration for the overall industry. However, market share concentration can vary depending on the
segment.

Key Success
Factors

IBISWorld identifies 250 Key Success Factors for a business. The most important for this industry are:

Undertaking technical research and development:
Software publishers spend large sums of revenue on research and development, leading to more innovative
products and a broader customer base.

Protection of patents:
Software publishers frequently amass patents. These patents help maintain competitive advantages on key products
and are often used in legal disputes with other software publishers.

Access to highly skilled workforce:
Software publishers employ highly skilled software developers that possess a very specific skill set and a capacity
for creativity.

Access to the latest available and most efficient technology and techniques:
The most successful software publishers take great care to ensure developers use industry best practices, including
systematic bug tracking, efficient coding and thorough stability testing.

Having a high profile in the market:
Products in this industry can require significant investments and often must be purchased before the customer has
proof of their quality or effectiveness. Maintaining a high profile is a key to attracting customers in such an
environment.

Ability to establish remote work arrangements for employees:
Designing software can largely be done from a remote environment. Operators that are able to execute this
successfully will have an advantage.
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Cost Structure
Benchmarks

  Profit

Industry profit, measured as earnings before interest and taxes, is
expected to account for 5.3% of revenue in 2021, up from 4.4% in
2016. Technological advances have further reduced what were already
low production costs. Additionally, economic recovery from the
COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic has increased profit, though not to
the prepandemic highs experienced in 2019.

 

  Wages

Producing a computer program requires programmers, marketers,
management and intellectual property lawyers, which all command high
salaries. Since the quality of a programmer ultimately dictates the
quality of a program, operators place a premium on attracting and
maintaining highly skilled workers, driving up wage costs. The industry
also relies heavily on salespeople to sell their products to companies.
The number of highly skilled professionals needed, however, keeps the
average wage in the industry in excess of $90,000 per year. Wages are
expected to account for 36.7% of revenue in 2021, remaining steady
over the past five years.
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  Purchases

Purchases are expected to account for 10.8% of revenue in 2021, up
from 10.4% of revenue in 2016. The key to understanding the cost
structure of the industry is to understand that it does not create many
tangible goods. It therefore incurs little purchase costs associated with
duplicating and packaging physical media such as CDs, as compared
with the traditional business models of packaged software. Due to the
internet, physical media itself is a dying mode of distribution. Instead,
the industry sells licences, which are legal agreements that permit a
specific user, number of users or allotment of computing resources to
execute programs. Rather than transforming raw materials to finished
goods, this industry traffics in intellectual property, transforming patents
into programs. Therefore, the costs to patent their products are also
included in purchase costs. As the industry shifts toward distributing
software via the internet rather than by physical CD, IBISWorld
estimates that purchase costs will likely decrease as a share of revenue
over the five years to 2026.

 

  Marketing

Marketing, excluding wages for sales staff, is expected to account for
5.8% of industry revenue in 2021, growing as a share of revenue over
the past five years. Although major companies continue to market their
products heavily, smaller developers have a much smaller advertising
budget.

 

  Depreciation

Depreciation, which includes land, buildings, lease holdings, computer
equipment and office furniture, is expected to account for 8.1% of
revenue in 2021. This has decreased slightly over the five years to
2021.
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  Rent

Rent expenditure typically accounts for a small fraction of revenue for
operators, accounting for 3.3% of revenue in 2021, though it makes up
a larger part of costs for smaller operators on average.

 

  Utilities

Utility costs are relatively minimal in this industry and are expected to
account for 1.6% of revenue in 2021.

 

  Other Costs

A large portion of industry expenditure is allocated to research and
development costs, though the percentage of revenue allocated varies
widely between different software publishers. Other costs are expected
to account for 28.5% of revenue in 2021.
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Basis of
Competition

Competition in this industry is    High and the trend is Increasing

  The Software Publishing industry in Canada is multifaceted.

Thus, the primary factors that can bolster or undermine a company's competitiveness is different in each aspect of
industry operations. The following discussion segments the bases of competition for the industry's four primary
technological domains.

RETAIL SOFTWARE

Competition in the retail software market can be fierce.

Many small operators exist in this industry and the ability of small companies to advertise and distribute their product
inexpensively via the internet has the potential to threaten larger companies if consumers prefer the smaller
operators' product or if the product is more competitively priced. Another threat is the open-source software
movement, wherein programmers contribute to publicly available code that is then distributed freely. Although such
software can lack the polish, such as usability, attractiveness and stability, of professionally published programs, it
can be updated more easily, and thus, is more attractive to programmers that can amend the software for their own
purposes. The one software segment largely immune to the open-source movement is video games, which require
not only programming but significant efforts in asset creation and organization. Smaller and individual video game
developers, producing what is often referred to as indie games, market their products on the basis of their
uniqueness, but are unlikely to gain a substantial market share in the near future.

ENTERPRISE SOFTWARE

While the enterprise software market is enormous, the massive
profitability of the major companies in the industry suggests a systemic
inefficiency.

That inefficiency arises due to customers' difficulty in comparing competitors' prices directly. In addition, the wave of
acquisitions made by the major companies in this market has led to each offering sprawling lists of overlapping
products with unintuitive names and feature lists that are so weighed down with jargon that they are largely
unintelligible. While enterprise software is in no way monolithic, the product descriptions are often related across
businesses and even business segments, relying on similar processes and code across different applications in
vaguely worded marketing packages that seem to sell a comprehensive market fit for any and all applications.

However, these companies have a competitive advantage in that clients requiring enterprise software often have
significant constraints that all but rule out smaller and open-source competitors. Many require their software supplier
to offer significant support contracts backed by an extensive support staff, which effectively limits the ability of
smaller operators to satisfy this market. In addition, many customers have either internal security requirements or
external security requirements which favour larger companies with the resources to provide these things. The
banking industry and military contractors, for instance, both have very particular and demanding certification
processes for any software they use. Such requirements reduce the ease with which new companies can penetrate
the enterprise market. Among themselves, publishers often compete through the patent enforcement process and
rely on key innovations and intellectual property to remain competitive.

CLOUD TECHNOLOGY

Cloud computing also looms as an emerging source of competition and
has already been a powerful filter for operators that do not offer cloud
storage options.

Cloud computing refers to massive clusters of servers designed to function as a single unit for storing large amounts
of data. Users can then access this stored data over the internet. Google LLC (Google), for instance, makes use of
cloud technology to run its Google Docs application, which competes directly with Microsoft Corporation's Office
Suite. Google Docs is accessed via internet browser and the documents are stored remotely in Google's “cloud.”
Such software presents a threat to companies providing productivity software. Furthermore, some publishers, such
as International Business Machines Corporation (IBM), are major providers of the hardware and software used to
operate clouds; as a result, these companies stand to benefit tremendously from widespread adoption of the cloud.
However, most individual users may be reluctant to store all of their personal information on cloud storage due to the
threat of external hacking. At the enterprise level, however, customers will likely be enabled to collect and store all of
their important business information in a single location with multiple offsite backups and can be expected to spend
heavily on this capability.
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DATA ANALYTICS

Alongside cloud software, which makes storing data more efficient and
user friendly, the ability to identify trends in data and manipulate this
information to optimize business practices has been an essential basis of
competition.

Most modern businesses rely on analytics tools, based on programming languages, code and algorithms to make
their marketing and branding efforts more efficient and less wasteful. With big data sets, machine learning
algorithms and predictive modelling are proven methods to filter key business insights derived from data patterns.
Thus, companies such as IBM, which focuses on machine learning and data, are at the vanguard of this growing
field of industry operations. Ultimately, predictive models and machine learning algorithms are constantly being
enhanced and improved upon, so while larger operators can capitalize on more expansive resources, smaller
companies can produce more efficient, clean or otherwise more effective models and algorithms through research
which can make them more competitive in the marketplace.

Barriers to
Entry

Barriers to Entry in this industry are    Medium and the trend is Steady

  The Software Publishing industry in Canada has
moderate barriers to entry, although certain product
segments have much stronger barriers than others. While
companies are willing to license their patented
technology, which in many cases should increase industry
participation, patents on intellectual property are
commonly used to limit competition as well. In certain
product segments, particularly operating systems,
network effects are a key factor protecting incumbent
products. For example, the ubiquity of Microsoft
Corporation's Windows or Apple Inc.'s Mac operating
systems makes it extremely difficult for competing
products to gain market share, even when the competing
software is more technologically robust or is more
competitively priced.

On an investment basis, there are few barriers to entry for
software publishing start-ups. Many software companies
begin with little more than a handful of computers and
programmers, evidenced by 45.2% of employing
establishments employing fewer than five people,
according to Statistics Canada. The scarcity of highly
skilled, creative programmers is the most limiting factor
for software publishers, leading to very high wages or
stock-based compensation plans. Thus, the necessity of
highly skilled and technological proficient personnel can
be a chief barrier to industry participation.

Ultimately, while capital investments are a small obstacle
for most potential entrants, technological expertise and
market familiarity are the two most significant barriers to
entry. While programmers are essential, the growing
diversity of computer languages and their specialized
applications are boons for those that are consistently
learning new technical skills. However, quickly obsolete
computer languages and programs deter many new
entrants from participating in the industry. Overall,
knowing competing product lines and a wide range of
computer languages are the most important skills for
potential entrants. Still, the easiest way to form a business
in this industry is to purchase the intellectual property
rights to an established software, keeping the industry's
barrier to entry relatively stable regardless of the
technological complexity necessary to produce new
software and the dominance of global operators.

Barriers to Entry Checklist

Competition High  

Concentration Medium  

Life Cycle Stage Growth  

Technology Change High  

Regulation & Policy Medium  

Industry Assistance Low  

Industry Globalization in this industry is    High and the trend is Increasing
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Globalization
  Akin to other technological industries, the Software Publishing industry in Canada is highly globalized due to the

borderless nature of digital enterprises. Globalization is on the rise, as major players increasingly use the limited
barriers of the internet to become multinational companies and control a large percentage of the worldwide software
publishing market. In addition, another chief market of globalization is the presence of multinational companies in
the domestic landscape. Many of the industry's companies are headquartered outside of Canada, such as major
players Microsoft Corporation and Oracle Corporation, which are headquartered in the United States, demonstrating
the extent of globalization. In essence, many industry players have made acquisitions and formed cooperative
alliances across national borders to achieve economies of scale and reach local markets. International trade flows
do not reflect these trends because transferring software electronically across borders is easier rather than
delivering programs via physical shipments of CDs. Additionally, international trade figures only reflect the shipment
of physical media in upstream manufacturing industries, which has been diminishing in importance as operators
move toward online and mobile software applications and interfaces.

While globalization is typically expected to negatively affect industries amid the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic,
this can prove to be an asset for the industry. Most trade occurs with digital software and a physical product is never
shipped. As a result, multinational operators can continue to work seamlessly between offices to create a finished
product, which will not experience the logistical obstacles of international trade in the midst of a pandemic. This will
likely keep the customer base for industry operators as wide as possible, insulating themselves from large revenue
declines.
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Major Companies

Major Players Microsoft Corporation

Market Share: 15.7%

  Founded in 1975 as a traditional software provider, Microsoft Corporation (Microsoft) has expanded into various
markets such as online services and video game consoles. As part of its future growth strategy, the company has
been examining transforming current software applications into internet-based services for businesses, such as
enterprise portals, database management and electronic marketplaces; and for consumers, including personal
information management, document storage and online calendaring. Most software products are developed
internally, but Microsoft also purchases technology, licenses intellectual property rights and supervises third-party
development of specific products. Globally, the company generated $225.2 billion in total revenue in fiscal 2021
(year-end June), with 181,000 employees (latest data available). Microsoft operates in the Canadian Software
Publishing industry through its Canadian subsidiaries. The headquarters of Microsoft Canada are located in
Mississauga, ON, a suburb of Toronto. Principally, Microsoft has a research centre in Montreal, through which most
of its industry-relevant operations are centralized.

In early fiscal 2016, the company reorganized its operating segments, which now include productivity and business
processes, intelligent cloud and personal computing, all of which are partially or fully industry-relevant. The
productivity and business processes segment consists of products for productivity, communication and information
services. Products in this segment include the licensing and subscription of Office 365, Dynamics enterprise
resource planning (ERP) and Dynamics customer relationship management (CRM) on-premises. The intelligent
cloud segment consists of public, private and hybrid server products and cloud services that can power modern
businesses. Products and services in this category include SQL server, Visual Studio, Systems Center and Windows
Server. The company's personal computing segment includes hardware and Windows original equipment
manufacturer (OEM) licensing.

Financial performance

Microsoft's industry-relevant revenue is expected to grow an annualized 4.8% to $2.4 billion over the five years to
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fiscal 2022. The company experienced strong growth in its cloud products in particular, which boosted revenue
growth over the past five years alongside other diversification and profit enhancement strategies. Overall, Microsoft
has grown through a combination of robust acquisition activity, likely to monopolize competing intellectual property,
alongside organic growth within its established segments. Crucially, these strategies have manifest in rising
operating profit for the company. Microsoft's industry-relevant operating profit, measured as earnings before interest
and taxes, is anticipated to rise an annualized 8.0% to $835.1 million over the five years to fiscal 2022. Additionally,
Microsoft was able to report COVID-19-related (coronavirus) revenue losses over two fiscal years because its fiscal
year ends in June, minimizing any revenue decrease over one particular year.

 
Microsoft Corporation (industry-relevant operations) - financial performance*

Year**
Revenue

($m)
Growth

(% change)
Operating Profit

($m)
Growth

(% change)
2016-17 1,894.8 N/C 569.5 N/C
2017-18 2,039.1 7.6 647.7 13.7
2018-19 2,130.6 4.5 727.3 12.3
2019-20 2,221.4 4.3 822.6 13.1
2020-21 2,406.0 8.3 1,000.8 21.7
2021-22 2,391.7 -0.6 835.1 -16.6

Source: Annual Report and IBISWorld
Note: *Estimates (Figures are converted from USD to CAD); **Year-end June

International Business Machines Corporation

Market Share: 12.0%

Brand Names Watson

  New York-based International Business Machines Corporation (IBM) is a world leader across the information
technology industry. The business has more than 345,000 employees in offices across 175 countries. IBM Canada
Limited's head office is located in Markham, ON. IBM has been a pioneer in machine learning and artificial learning
technologies and software, giving it a competitive advantage over other operators that are beginning to use these
same practices in other applications. Globally, the company generated $98.6 billion in sales in 2020 (latest data
available).

The company's major operations consist of five business segments, which include cloud and cognitive software,
global business services, global technology services, systems and global financing. All of IBM's segments, except
for its global financing and global business solutions activity, is relevant to this industry and are composed of
middleware and operating systems software. Middleware software enables clients to integrate systems, processes
and applications across a standard software platform. Operating systems are the software engines that run
computers. Still, the company reports its revenue by medium, including the software segment, which is itself split
into several categories, including websphere software, information management software, Watson software, Tivoli
software, workforce solutions and rational software. The software business has grown to represent nearly 30.0% of
the company's total revenue in 2020 (latest data available).

IBM has expanded through numerous acquisitions over the five years to 2021. In 2016, it acquired Optevia Ltd.,
Resilient Systems Inc., Truven Health Analytics and a variety of other companies. Notably, the company acquired
Red Hat Inc., a provider of open-source software solutions in late 2018, which should support the company's
software publishing operations in the long run. Many of the company's acquisitions have focused on cloud-based
products, which has enabled the company to take advantage of the growing trend in cloud computing. Moreover,
similar to Microsoft Corporation, some of its acquisitions have focused on the burgeoning data analytics sector,
including Truven Health Analytics and IRIS Analytics in 2016.

Financial performance

Despite these promising initiatives, revenue generated in IBM's software business is expected to grow at a slower
rate. The company's industry-relevant revenue is expected to expand an annualized 0.8% to $1.8 billion over the
five years to 2021. The software segment's expansion, stimulated by growth in cloud, mobile and security, was
offset by a decline in middleware software.
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Ultimately, despite strong investments in burgeoning areas of software development, the company has struggled to
contain bottom line contraction that catalyzed top line pressures. Investments in artificial intelligence, data analytics
and machine learning will likely keep IBM at the forefront of technological change and entrenched as a major player
in the industry in the future. These investments are anticipated to prove fruitful in the long run, but have ultimately
led to some serious restructuring on IBM's part, limiting the company's market share during the current period and
contributing to falling operating profit. As a result, IBM's industry-relevant operating profit, measured as earnings
before interest and taxes, is expected to fall an annualized 4.8% to $205.4 million over the five years to 2021.

 
International Business Machines Corporation (industry-relevant operations) - financial

performance*

Year
Revenue

($m)
Growth

(% change)
Operating Profit

($m)
Growth

(% change)
2016 1,764.9 N/C 262.4 N/C
2017 1,787.9 1.3 130.1 -50.4
2018 1,890.2 5.7 269.4 107.1
2019 1,878.3 -0.6 247.5 -8.1
2020 1,881.0 0.1 118.5 -52.1
2021 1,838.7 -2.2 205.4 73.3

Source: Annual Report and IBISWorld
Note: *Estimates (Figures are converted from USD to CAD)

Oracle Corporation

Market Share: 9.3%

  Oracle Corporation (Oracle) is a leading enterprise software company and a provider of database, middleware and
applications software, cloud infrastructure, hardware systems and related services. Based in Redwood Shores, CA,
Oracle was founded in 1977 as a vehicle to sell relational database software. The company generated $52.2 billion
in total revenue in fiscal 2021 (year-end May, latest data available). Although Oracle has expanded into hardware
and service sales, its core product remains its database software, through which the company operates in the
Software Publishing industry in Canada. Oracle's Canadian subsidiary, Oracle Corp. Canada Inc., is headquartered
in Mississauga, ON, but it also has offices across the country.

Oracle has completed several acquisitions over the five years to 2021 to expand its core businesses. The company
acquired Aconex Limited (Aconex) in fiscal 2018, which published cloud-based software for the construction
industry. In fiscal 2017, Oracle acquired NetSuite Inc. (NetSuite), one of the first cloud computing companies.
According to its annual report, Oracle purchased NetSuite to expand its cloud software as a service business.

Financial performance

The company has changed the way it reports revenue in recent years. Prior to fiscal 2017, Oracle reported its
revenue based on six different segments, which include cloud software and on-premise software, cloud
infrastructure as a service, software licence updates and product support, hardware products, hardware support and
services. The company then combined its cloud software and on-premise software segment and cloud infrastructure
segment as a service into one segment, along with its hardware products and hardware support into another. Only
Oracle's cloud software and on-premise software segment, along with its software licence updates and product
support segment are assumed to be industry relevant. The company's cloud and on-premises software segment,
includes the company's software as a service and platform as a service products. The software licence updates and
product support segment generates revenue through software support and updates to customers. Ultimately, the
company's industry-relevant revenue is anticipated to grow an annualized 4.1% to $1.4 billion over the five years to
fiscal 2021, primarily as a result of a steep decline just prior to the period. Consequently, Oracle's industry-relevant
operating profit, measured as earnings before interest and taxes, is forecast to expand an annualized 4.6% to
$499.5 million during the same period. Oracle mitigated declines due to the COVID-19 (coronavirus pandemic) as its
fiscal year ends in May, spreading revenue losses over two years instead of one.
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Oracle Corporation (industry-relevant operations) - financial performance*

Year**
Revenue

($m)
Growth

(% change)
Operating Profit

($m)
Growth

(% change)
2016-17 1,166.9 N/C 398.7 N/C
2017-18 1,263.9 8.3 425.7 6.8
2018-19 1,245.5 -1.5 426.7 0.2
2019-20 1,283.5 3.1 456.5 7.0
2020-21 1,445.5 12.6 543.3 19.0
2021-22 1,425.1 -1.4 499.5 -8.1

Source: Annual Report and IBISWorld
Note: *Estimates (Figures are converted from USD to CAD); **Year-end May

SAP SE

Market Share: 8.2%

  Founded in 1972, SAP SE (SAP) is a German multinational software corporation that develops and publishes
enterprise software applications with a focus on business analytics. SAP is headquartered in Germany and is listed
on both the Frankfurt and New York stock exchanges. The company has more than 100,000 employees and has
customers in more than 180 countries. Its global revenue exceeded $41.8 billion in 2020 (latest data available).

SAP offers a complete range of products to handle business information management, including databases,
performance management and reporting. SAP markets and distributes products, solutions and services primarily
through a worldwide network of local subsidiaries, which are licensed to distribute SAP offerings to customers in
defined territories. SAP operates in the domestic industry through its subsidiary, SAP Canada Inc., in Toronto. The
company's software and software-related services revenue is relevant to the industry and consists of three revenue
streams, which include cloud subscriptions and support, software and support.

SAP's recent company strategy has focused on increasing the range of its cloud services. The company acquired
Qualtrics International Inc. in January 2019, which provides analytics services to clients that want to measure
customer impressions and feedback through its experience management platform. In addition, in 2018, SAP
purchased Callidus Software Inc., which offers a cloud-based customer relationship management software.

Financial performance

SAP's industry-relevant revenue is expected to grow an annualized 7.0% to $1.3 billion over the five years to 2021.
The company's customer base has expanded over the past five years as SAP invested in the burgeoning markets of
data analytics and other enterprise-oriented software solutions, which has encouraged revenue growth. Crucially,
this growth has been a boon for its industry-relevant operations as revenue from its cloud and software offerings
have represented an increasing share of revenue over the past five years, demonstrating the company's reliance on
software and cloud solutions. Also, its increasing focus on cloud-based software has bolstered its revenue growth; in
2016, new cloud bookings grew more than 30.0%. Due to this strong growth, SAP's industry-relevant operating
profit, measured as earnings before interest and taxes, is expected is expand an annualized 5.3% to $269.3 million
over the five years to 2021. The company's revenue and profit are not expected to decline amid the COVID-19
(coronavirus) pandemic due to its cloud services, which have become more important in an era of remote work.
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SAP SE (industry-relevant operations) - financial performance*

Year
Revenue

($m)
Growth

(% change)
Operating Profit

($m)
Growth

(% change)
2016 893.1 N/C 207.9 N/C
2017 986.5 10.5 205.1 -1.3
2018 1,105.3 12.0 255.1 24.4
2019 1,199.0 8.5 194.6 -23.7
2020 1,244.4 3.8 301.5 54.9
2021 1,251.2 0.5 269.3 -10.7

Source: Annual Report and IBISWorld
Note: *Estimates (Figures are converted from EUR to CAD)

Other Companies Constellation Software Inc.

  Market Share: 4.6%
  Founded in 1995 and located in Toronto, Constellation Software Inc. (Constellation Software) acquires, manages

and creates vertical market software. With over 15,000 employees, the company generates revenue from software
licence fees, maintenance and other recurring fees, professional service fees and hardware sales. Overall,
Constellation Software generated $4.8 billion in global revenue in 2019 and is traded on the Toronto Stock
Exchange (latest data available).

The company has more than 125,000 customers in 100 countries, including a sizable Canadian client base.
However, despite being located in Canada, domestic customers represent less than 20.0% of company revenue.
Clients from Europe and the United States comprise more than 75.0% of revenue. Constellation Software serves
both public and private companies in public transit and utilities, home building software and leisure industries.
Importantly, since Constellation Software was founded by a venture capitalist, the company is primarily focused on
acquiring technology upstarts that run parallel to or are complementary with the company's other holdings.
Constellation Software primarily focuses on acquiring companies that generate more than $1.0 million in revenue
and also are experiencing strong growth. Secondarily, Constellation Software will likely negotiate with operators that
are strong performers in a niche market with a wide customer base and more than $5.0 million in annual revenue.
The company also pledges to not engage in unfriendly takeovers.

Constellation Software reports its geographic revenue based on the region in which the intellectual property is
located, helping to clarify Constellation Software's accurate Canadian market share. IBISWorld estimates that the
company will generate $698.2 million in industry-relevant revenue in 2021, commanding 4.6% of the market.
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Operating Conditions

Capital
Intensity

The level of capital intensity is    Medium

  The Software Publishing industry in Canada is highly
labour intensive. However, the industry does exhibit a
moderate level of capital intensity, with the average
industry company spending $0.22 on capital for every
$1.00 spent on wages in 2021, declining slightly over the
five years to 2021. Most software companies require only
limited capital goods such as computers and office space,
with a large reliance on labour. However, the increasing
price of office space and the accelerating pace at which
computers become obsolete has offset the large increase
in wages over the past five years.

Ultimately, software is an intangible product that requires
skilled employees and time, but is also often completed on
expensive equipment. Consequently, the industry spends
an estimated 36.7% of its revenue on wages, but an
additional 8.1% of its revenue on depreciation in
comparison, which is a proxy to illustrate the extent of
capital expenditures for the average industry operator.
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Technology &
Systems

Potential Disruptive Innovation: Factors Driving Threat of Change

Level Factor Disruptive
Effect

Description

Medium Rate of
Innovation

Potential A ranked measure for the number of patents
assigned to an industry. A faster rate of new
patent additions to the industry increases the
likelihood of a disruptive innovation occurring.

Medium Innovation
Concentration

Potential A measure for the mix of patent classes
assigned to the industry. A greater
concentration of patents in one area increases
the likelihood of technological disruption of
incumbent operators.

Medium Ease of Entry Potential A qualitative measure of barriers to entry.
Fewer barriers to entry increases the
likelihood that new entrants can disrupt
incumbents by putting new technologies to
use.

Very High Rate of Entry Very Likely Annualized growth in the number of
enterprises in the industry, ranked against all
other industries. A greater intensity of
companies entering an industry increases the
pool of potential disruptors.

Very High Market
Concentration

Very Likely A ranked measure of the largest core market
for the industry. Concentrated core markets
present a low-end market or new market entry
point for disruptive technologies to capture
market share.

  Both the rate of new innovation and the concentration are in line with the average across all industries.

The industry structure creates a moderate level of entry barriers, which is coinciding with a high rate of new competitors
entering the industry. This high rate of entry creates a significant pool of potentially disruptive entities and the industry
structure does not significantly affect their growth potential.

The major markets for this industry are highly concentrated, which implies that the market has a focus on key customer
segments. This presents an opportunity for strategic entrance into lower-end markets or unserved markets for innovations
to take on a disruptive trajectory.

Technology and systems disruption is relatively synonymous with the
Software Publishing industry in Canada.

Although this industry is the disruptor for many others, operators experience challenges of their own. For example,
manufacturers and other software developers are increasingly developing and offering their own version or variations of
industry software in combination with their products. For example, smartphone manufacturers frequently include software
systems with their finished product, which can reduce consumer demand for equivalent software products. Due to the
strong level of vertical integration experienced by these manufacturers, they are able to offer industry-relevant software
products for free or at much lower prices to users. Similarly, there is a high level of competition among the industry's
leaders to adjust and adapt to emerging trends in the industry. This is exhibited by the frequent acquisition and creation of
new intellectual properties and the persistently expanding software portfolios of operators. Disruption is often presented by
operators that are able to attract new markets and create a new and innovative software that satisfies unique user
requirements.

The level of technology change is    High

  The Software Publishing industry in Canada is highly competitive and
characterized by rapid technological change, evolving industry standards and
changes in consumer preferences.
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As a result, software companies typically make significant investments in research and development to make their products
more user-friendly and innovative. The up-front cost of development, marketing and technical support for new software is
initially high, but subsequent versions are generally much less expensive to develop and update.

There is an increasing trend among industry participants to provide application software as an internet-based service,
commonly referred to as software as a service (SaaS). Consequently, software publishers convert packaged software into a
service that can be accessed via subscription through the internet. These online services are a substitute for packaged
software that diminishes manufacturing and packaging costs. SaaS business models also enable companies to instantly
update their software on all types of machines at the same time rather than having a delay while physical updates are
shipped out.

Essentially, the proliferation of the internet, evidenced by the growing number of broadband connections and mobile device
subscriptions, has permitted the industry to operate more efficiently. Initially, software development was concentrated in
one geographic area, followed by a lengthy process of distribution through a worldwide network of resellers. The internet
has provided a cost-effective way for software publishers to reach customers worldwide without the need to deliver physical
products and has contributed to increased sales for the industry.

Additionally, open-source software (OSS) has been growing as a share of the global software market. OSS, such as the
Linux operating system, is a threat to some proprietary software, but will also likely promote interoperability and new
software development in the process. However, the use of open-source code within proprietary products may subject
operators to certain obligations, such as offering such products for no cost and increasing the likelihood of intellectual
property issues.

Moreover, software designed to test other software for bugs and security vulnerabilities is quietly gaining acceptance and
could one day dramatically reduce the costs associated with quality assurance. These programs help companies improve
the quality of their programs and enable teams to run a large number of tests in a short amount of time. However, since
computing languages and software have grown more complex and varied in their applications, these technologies are slow
to adapt to this dynamic landscape.

Furthermore, the burgeoning field of data analysis is a key technological motivator for new and existing operators alike.
Data analysis techniques such as predictive modelling and artificial intelligence have gained salience as these techniques
are finetuned to fit the mould of several different sets of data. As a result, operators have increasingly focused on
accumulating, analyzing and visualizing data in ways that promote actionable insights. Software that enables these actions
among nontechnical staff in particular offers operators a way to expand their service offerings and the efficiencies derived
from robust data analysis to a broader client base.

Revenue
Volatility

The level of volatility is    High

  The Software Publishing industry in Canada is anticipated to have a moderate
to high level of revenue volatility over the five years to 2021, with an average
fluctuation of 10.2%.

Volatility has occurred primarily later during the current period due to the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, with lower
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volatility during the middle of the period. Most industry revenue comes from software sold to businesses, normally on a
subscription basis, mitigating the influence of broader macroeconomic trends on revenue volatility. Businesses rely on
software on an ongoing basis, so it is costly for businesses to change providers or discontinue their subscription to a
particular software platform. Most businesses treat software spending as a capital expense and software is viewed as a
productivity-enhancing tool, which might not necessarily need to be updated in an environment of declining demand.
Companies that primarily sell their products to consumers or businesses on a single-licence basis experience more
revenue volatility. Ultimately, revenue has increased as much as 19.4% in 2018, which was followed by a decline of 7.4% in
2020 amid the coronavirus pandemic.

Regulation &
Policy

The level of regulation is    Medium and the trend is Increasing

The Software Publishing industry in Canada is moderately regulated with a
principal emphasis on intellectual property rights.

The success of many software companies is highly dependent on their proprietary technology, including their software and
source code for that software. Failure to protect such technology could lead to a loss of valuable assets and competitive
advantage. Software companies protect their proprietary information through the use of patents, copyrights, trademarks,
trade secret laws, confidentiality procedures and contractual provisions. Copyrights in Canada are governed by the
Copyright Act of 1921, which was amended in 1988 to include computer programs as works protected under copyright.
Software companies are also subject to antitrust laws, enforced by the Competition Bureau.

INTERNATIONAL LAWS

In 1928, Canada became a signatory of the Berne Convention for the
Protection of Literary and Artistic Works, which is administered by the World
Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO).

Items covered by this law include rules for the protection of works, including the right for the copyright owner to authorize
reproduction, translation, communication and adaptation of their work. Moreover, the World Trade Organization's
Agreement of Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS Agreement) enforces minimum standards for
many forms of intellectual property regulation. The agreement came into effect on January 1, 1995.

Member states of WIPO, including Canada, signed the World Intellectual Property Organization Copyright Treaty in 1996. It
provides additional protections for copyright deemed necessary due to advances in information technology. The WIPO
Copyright Treaty ensures computer programs are protected as literary works and the arrangement and selection of material
in databases is protected.

Industry
Assistance

The level of industry assistance is    Low and the trend is Increasing

The Software Publishing industry in Canada does not receive a significant
level of government assistance.

While there are several methods of obtaining tax incentives and research and development (R&D) rebates from federal and
provincial governments, none are specific to the industry and thus do not constitute a form of direct industry assistance.
However, partnerships with universities and other research institutions form a large part of the industry's government
assistance including a series of artificial intelligence labs such as those at the University of Alberta, the University of
Waterloo and the University of Toronto, among others. The Canadian government's aggressive investment in technology in
aggregate is a powerful form of government assistance to operators that qualify.

Funding for new software companies generally comes from private sources. Venture capital groups are a major source of
seed funding for start-up software publishers and some established companies such as Corel Corporation, a pioneer in the
software industry headquartered in Ottawa, which was acquired by Vector Capital in 2009. Nevertheless, the industry does
have several associations working on its behalf, most notably The Software Alliance (BSA). BSA advances the goals of the
software industry and its hardware counterparts. Its policy initiatives are focused on intellectual property rights, barrier-free
trade, data security, increasing opportunities in emerging markets, innovation and education. The industry is also
represented by the Information Technology Association of Canada which is tailored to meet the needs of the domestic
industry, in particular.

Additionally, the federal government has adopted several policies to help businesses nationwide in the wake of the
COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, including the deferment of income taxes owed between March 18, 2020 and August 31,
2020 and customs payments between March 27, 2020 and June 30, 2020. The Canada Emergency Wage Subsidy will also
support up to 75.0% of an employee's wages, up to $847.00 weekly, for employers that experienced a decrease in gross
revenues of at least 15.0% in March and 30.0% in both April and May. That program was in place until August 29, 2020.
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Key Statistics
Industry Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

Number of
fixed

broadband
connections

(Million)
2012 8,735 4,044 2,691 2,098 34,628 N/A N/A 2,907 N/A 11.7
2013 8,259 4,899 3,080 2,357 38,087 N/A N/A 3,451 N/A 12.1
2014 8,136 4,656 3,129 2,616 38,296 N/A N/A 3,485 N/A 12.6
2015 9,227 5,046 3,140 2,825 38,787 N/A N/A 3,718 N/A 13.1
2016 10,353 5,147 3,034 2,917 40,172 N/A N/A 3,804 N/A 13.4
2017 11,344 5,569 3,182 2,942 43,050 N/A N/A 4,001 N/A 13.9
2018 13,548 6,627 3,220 2,964 46,434 N/A N/A 4,969 N/A 14.3
2019 15,816 7,814 3,124 2,962 49,684 N/A N/A 5,147 N/A 15.0
2020 14,646 6,974 3,201 3,003 51,259 N/A N/A 5,403 N/A 15.4
2021 15,266 7,654 3,239 3,017 53,131 N/A N/A 5,606 N/A 15.8
2022 16,141 8,080 3,324 3,094 55,749 N/A N/A 5,892 N/A 16.1
2023 16,669 8,344 3,384 3,149 57,639 N/A N/A 6,090 N/A 16.3
2024 17,103 8,569 3,452 3,209 59,382 N/A N/A 6,269 N/A 16.6
2025 17,548 8,799 3,512 3,264 61,078 N/A N/A 6,445 N/A 16.8
2026 17,995 9,040 3,575 3,321 62,718 N/A N/A 6,616 N/A 17.0

Annual Change

Year
Revenue

(%)
IVA
(%)

Establishments
(%)

Enterprises
(%)

Employment
(%)

Exports
(%)

Imports
(%)

Wages
(%)

Domestic
Demand

(%)

Number of
fixed

broadband
connections

(%)
2012 8.47 14.3 15.4 7.25 12.4 N/A N/A 8.04 N/A 3.60
2013 -5.45 21.2 14.5 12.3 9.98 N/A N/A 18.7 N/A 3.46
2014 -1.49 -4.96 1.59 11.0 0.54 N/A N/A 0.96 N/A 3.91
2015 13.4 8.36 0.35 7.98 1.28 N/A N/A 6.69 N/A 4.35
2016 12.2 2.00 -3.38 3.25 3.57 N/A N/A 2.31 N/A 2.06
2017 9.56 8.19 4.87 0.85 7.16 N/A N/A 5.19 N/A 4.01
2018 19.4 19.0 1.19 0.74 7.86 N/A N/A 24.2 N/A 2.69
2019 16.7 17.9 -2.99 -0.07 6.99 N/A N/A 3.59 N/A 4.69
2020 -7.41 -10.8 2.46 1.38 3.17 N/A N/A 4.96 N/A 2.95
2021 4.23 9.74 1.18 0.46 3.65 N/A N/A 3.76 N/A 2.25
2022 5.73 5.57 2.62 2.55 4.92 N/A N/A 5.08 N/A 1.94
2023 3.26 3.26 1.80 1.77 3.39 N/A N/A 3.36 N/A 1.67
2024 2.60 2.70 2.00 1.90 3.02 N/A N/A 2.94 N/A 1.43
2025 2.60 2.67 1.73 1.71 2.85 N/A N/A 2.80 N/A 1.27
2026 2.54 2.73 1.79 1.74 2.68 N/A N/A 2.65 N/A 1.07

Key Ratios

Year
IVA/Revenue

(%)

Imports/
Demand

(%)

Exports/
Revenue

(%)

Revenue per
Employee

($'000)

Wages/
Revenue

(%)

Employees per
estab.
(Units) Average Wage  ($)

2012 46.3 N/A N/A 252 33.3 12.9 83,938
2013 59.3 N/A N/A 217 41.8 12.4 90,616
2014 57.2 N/A N/A 212 42.8 12.2 90,989
2015 54.7 N/A N/A 238 40.3 12.4 95,854
2016 49.7 N/A N/A 258 36.7 13.2 94,688
2017 49.1 N/A N/A 264 35.3 13.5 92,945
2018 48.9 N/A N/A 292 36.7 14.4 107,010
2019 49.4 N/A N/A 318 32.5 15.9 103,603
2020 47.6 N/A N/A 286 36.9 16.0 105,402
2021 50.1 N/A N/A 287 36.7 16.4 105,520
2022 50.1 N/A N/A 290 36.5 16.8 105,683
2023 50.1 N/A N/A 289 36.5 17.0 105,658
2024 50.1 N/A N/A 288 36.7 17.2 105,572
2025 50.1 N/A N/A 287 36.7 17.4 105,521
2026 50.2 N/A N/A 287 36.8 17.5 105,491

Figures are inflation adjusted to 2021
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Additional Resources
Additional
Resources

Software & Information Industry Association
http://www.siia.net

Open Source Initiative
http://www.opensource.org

Statistics Canada
http://www.statcan.gc.ca

BSA The Software Alliance
http://www.bsa.org

Entertainment Software Association of Canada
http://www.theesa.ca

Information Technology Association of Canada
http://www.itac.ca

Industry Jargon CLOUD COMPUTING
A computing model in which storage and computing tasks are handled by networked machines rather than at the
point of consumption.

ENTERPRISE SOFTWARE
A type of software, also known as enterprise application software (EAS), which is intended to solve an enterprise
problem rather than a departmental problem.

OPEN-SOURCE SOFTWARE (OSS)
Computer software that is distributed under a licensing arrangement and permits the computer code to be shared,
viewed and modified by other users and organizations.

OPERATING SYSTEM (OS)
A software package that controls the management of a computer's hardware and core system operations such as
file management.

SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE (SAAS)
A model of software deployment where a provider licenses an application to customers for use as a service on
demand.

Glossary BARRIERS TO ENTRY
High barriers to entry mean that new companies struggle to enter an industry, while low barriers mean it is easy for
new companies to enter an industry.

CAPITAL INTENSITY
Compares the amount of money spent on capital (plant, machinery and equipment) with that spent on labour.
IBISWorld uses the ratio of depreciation to wages as a proxy for capital intensity. High capital intensity is more than
$0.333 of capital to $1 of labour; medium is $0.125 to $0.333 of capital to $1 of labour; low is less than $0.125 of
capital for every $1 of labour.

CONSTANT PRICES
The dollar figures in the Key Statistics table, including forecasts, are adjusted for inflation using the current year (i.e.
year published) as the base year. This removes the impact of changes in the purchasing power of the dollar, leaving
only the "real" growth or decline in industry metrics. The inflation adjustments in IBISWorld’s reports are made using
Statistics Canada's implicit GDP price deflator.

DOMESTIC DEMAND
Spending on industry goods and services within Canada, regardless of their country of origin. It is derived by adding
imports to industry revenue, and then subtracting exports.

EMPLOYMENT
The number of permanent, part-time, temporary and casual employees, working proprietors, partners, managers
and executives within the industry.

ENTERPRISE
A division that is separately managed and keeps management accounts. Each enterprise consists of one or more
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establishments that are under common ownership or control.

ESTABLISHMENT
The smallest type of accounting unit within an enterprise, an establishment is a single physical location where
business is conducted or where services or industrial operations are performed. Multiple establishments under
common control make up an enterprise.

EXPORTS
Total value of industry goods and services sold by Canadian companies to customers abroad.

IMPORTS
Total value of industry goods and services brought in from foreign countries to be sold in Canada.

INDUSTRY CONCENTRATION
An indicator of the dominance of the top four players in an industry. Concentration is considered high if the top
players account for more than 70% of industry revenue. Medium is 40% to 70% of industry revenue. Low is less
than 40%.

INDUSTRY REVENUE
The total sales of industry goods and services (exclusive of excise and sales tax); subsidies on production; all other
operating income from outside the firm (such as commission income, repair and service income, and rent, leasing
and hiring income); and capital work done by rental or lease. Receipts from interest royalties, dividends and the sale
of fixed tangible assets are excluded.

INDUSTRY VALUE ADDED
The market value of goods and services produced by the industry minus the cost of goods and services used in
production. IVA is also described as the industry's contribution to GDP, or profit plus wages and depreciation.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE
The level of international trade is determined by ratios of exports to revenue and imports to domestic demand. For
exports/revenue: low is less than 5%; medium is 5% to 20%; and high is more than 20%. Imports/domestic demand:
low is less than 5%; medium is 5% to 35%; and high is more than 35%.

LIFE CYCLE
All industries go through periods of growth, maturity and decline. IBISWorld determines an industry's life cycle by
considering its growth rate (measured by IVA) compared with GDP; the growth rate of the number of establishments;
the amount of change the industry's products are undergoing; the rate of technological change; and the level of
customer acceptance of industry products and services.

NONEMPLOYING ESTABLISHMENT
Businesses with no paid employment or payroll, also known as nonemployers. These are mostly set up by self-
employed individuals.

PROFIT
IBISWorld uses earnings before interest and tax (EBIT) as an indicator of a company’s profitability. It is calculated as
revenue minus expenses, excluding interest and tax.

REGIONS
Prairies | AB, SK, MB
Atlantic | NB, NS, PE, NL
Territories | YT, NT, NU

VOLATILITY
The level of volatility is determined by averaging the absolute change in revenue in each of the past five years.
Volatility levels: very high is more than ±20%; high volatility is ±10% to ±20%; moderate volatility is ±3% to ±10%;
and low volatility is less than ±3%.

WAGES
The gross total wages and salaries of all employees in the industry.
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